Abstract-Natural language processing is a technique where any language can be analyzed for its pure class of grammar. In this paper, we have presented the classification of Tamil poetry to the 'paa' to which it belongs to by using a rule based technique. The rules are constructed using Context Free Grammar by referring to the literature of Tamil. The input is parsed, converted to an intermediate representation and then the classification is performed. A classification accuracy of more than 90% was achieved.
I. INTRODUCTION
The implementation of this paper is based on Context Free Grammar [1] -a notation that has been used extensively for defining the syntax of programming languages. The set of rules which is nothing but the CFG [1] ,for analyzing the Tamil poetry was given by Tholkappiyar [2] , who is believed to be lived in 5th century B.C.
II. CONTEXT FREE GRAMMAR

A. CFG -An Introduction
Chomsky proposed the notion of Context Free Grammar (CFG) [1] as a model for describing natural languages. It was successful in defining smaller sentence in English Language. Later, Backus and Naur proposed the Backus Naur Form (BNF) [3] for representing the syntax of the programming Languages. But BNF was equivalent to CFG with some minor changes in the notion and format.
B. Parts of Context Free Grammar:
Terminal: Terminals define the basic symbols of which strings in the language are composed.
Non-Terminal: Non-Terminals are special symbols that denote the set of strings of the language. Non-terminals are described recursively in terms of each other and terminals. Productions: Productions are rules that define the ways in which non-terminals may be built from one another and from terminals. Production rules are represented as follows:
where A is a non-terminal and α is a string of terminals and non-terminals.
Start Symbol: Start Symbol is a special non-terminal from which all other strings are derived. It signifies the language being defined.
A CFG can be represented in the form of quadruple (N, T, P, S), where N and T are finite sets of non-terminals and terminals respectively. P is the finite set of productions; each production is of the form α → A , where A belongs to N and α is a string of symbols from (N U T); S is a Starting symbol. An Example of CFG is given below as,
where S and A are Non-terminals and S is the starting symbol. The remaining symbols are terminals which constitute the string.
III. TAMIL PA DETECTION BASICS
Asai (அைச):
An Asai is the most basic unit. It is essentially a syllable consisting of one or two Kuril and Nedil. There are two types of Asai.
• NerAsai (ேநரைச)
• NiraiAsai (நிைரஅைச) Asai can be classified into two major components namely seer and thalai.
SEER (சீ ர்): Seer is very different from the concept of word. A Seer is a string of one to four Asais. Two, Three are the most common Seers. IyarSeer and Venseer are the two possible sets of seers that are identified according to the rules discussed in the next section.
THALAI (தைள):
Thalai is simply a juxtaposition of seers. Thalai is a fundamental construct that determines the musical aspects of a pa. A thalai is specified by which asai succeeds which type of seer. The rules are mentioned later. The Pa vakai mainly depends on the maximum count of a particular thalai in a poem.
IV. NEED FOR VENPA DETECTION ALGORITHM
Grammar is one of the most important component of any language across the globe. The richness and usage of a particular language would help in the analysis of the language. Tamil language is blessed with its most rich grammar rules which makes it unique than any other Dravidian languages. Tamil language has a well established and compiled way of writing poems which is given by Tollkapiyar [2] . Tollkapiyar classifies tamil poems to fall under four important protocols (a set of rules) as explained in Table 2 . Analyzing these rules would be of great help in knowing the way how good Tamil poems are organized and would encourage people to work more on Tamil poems and learning the richness of the language. Also given any Tamil poem it helps to classify it according to the four Pa class mentioned. This type of classification helps us to differentiate between prose and poetry. Current innovations [4] in this field include the identification of Venpa using Context free grammar [1] .Here we have extended the work by optimizing the 3 parses made by a scanner and a parser [5] to 2.
V. PROPOSED ALGORITHMS
The application is named as Tamil Yappilakanakandigai (தமிழ் யாப்பிலக்கணகண் ைக).The application identifies the seer asai and thalai of a Tamil song and concludes graph is an "inset", not an "insert".
• Tokenization • ADI analyzing • ASAI analyzing • THALAI analyzing 
A. Tokenization Procedure
The CFG for the Kuril, Nedil and Ottru are given below. (The CFG is only theory based. Implementation is not done using this CFG). The above Kural gives the ADI pattern of 111211, where 1 denotes the <space> and 2 denotes the <carriage return><line feed>. These patterns are stored in a String Buffer instead of external file. Thereby retrieval of ADI pattern from external memory is eliminated and it decreases the time complexity of parsing the given poem.
2) Intermediate Code In this second step, the input is the Tamil characters given by the user. Hence based on the thalai result obtained, the conclusion on whether the input poem is venpa or not is made.
4) Rules For Pa Identification
The asai, seer and thalai rules are used to finally identify the Paa.
A. Asai rules - Figure 5 is the automata corresponding to Nerasai and Niraisai. 
VII. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
Input Test Cases:
The application was found to give exact results to THIRUKURAL [6] which is profound venpa. The application is designed in a manner that it could accept as many lines of a given poem as is input and would display the result. The results are given in Table 3 . 
A. Complexity
The application is designed in a way that is more efficient than the previous implementation. All reference files are implemented as Hash files and hence reference to them does not increase to the complexity of the application.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
The present implementation is to identify venpa only. But by extending the rules the other entire three pa's can be easily identified. The past implementation [4] had three passes which is reduced to 2 passes by us. This could be further reduced to a single pass (including tokenization).
